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50 years ago Elliott1 established that in the absence of external magnetic field the 
rate of spin relaxation in nonmagnetic semiconductors and metals, ST/1 , is proportional 
to the rate of the relaxation of the crystal momentum, pτ/1 : 
121 |||| −− = pS gaT τδ
t ,     (1) 
where 1ˆeggg −=
ttδ  is the deviation of the “g-tensor” from the free-electron value, a is a 
constant in the range 1 - 10. The relation (1) was obtained in the tight-binding 
approximation by introduction the spin-orbit interaction SLH SO
rr
⋅= λ , where S
r
 and L
r
 
denote the electron spin and orbital momentum, into the crystal Hamiltonian. The 
presence of SOC leads to a mixing of spin-up and spin-down Bloch functions 
>Ω=> )(,|:,|
rrrr kk σσ  in the different bands with the same crystal momentum )(: Ω=
rr
kk , 
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whereσr  is the vector of Pauli matrices and Ω
r
 represents the set of parameters necessary 
to uniquely identify the orientation of k
r
. Due to this mixing the adiabatic ( 1>>∆ pEτ ) 
scattering of a wave vector kk ′→
rr
 by fluctuations of the anisotropic part of electron-
lattice Coulomb interaction results in a nonzero spin-flip probability 
kkkkP ′′′→ rr
rrrr
,
2sin~),,( ϑσσ , where kk ′rr,ϑ is the angle between k
r
and k ′
r
. The formula (1) 
is valid to the first order of E∆/λ <<1, where E∆  is the energy separation from the 
considered band state to the nearest one with the same k
r
, andλ characterize the 
amplitude of the matrix element of SOH  between these states. The Elliott relation passed 
the experimental tests for many alkali and noble metals, and bulk semiconductors with 
relatively small interband gap (to satisfy adiabatic conditions E∆  should be larger than 
1−
pτ ) and large SOC.  
Although adiabatic motions do not change the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian, 
they affect the eigenvectors, thereby giving rise to phase shifts and to transitions between 
quantum states that are geometric in nature2. The nontrivial gauge potentials, either 
Abelian or non-Abelian, which appear in systems that undergo slow loops in the 
parameter space lead to a geometric phase of a state vector2. It has been shown3 4 5 6 7 that 
if the adiabatic rotation of an external electric field is continuous and coherent, then the 
transition phase shift that is equal to the difference between the phase shifts acquired by 
the components of the KD, will increase linearly in time, which is equivalent to spin-
precession or zero-field splitting8. These transitions between the doubly degenerate 
Kramers states depend only on the trajectory of the electric field in the angular space. 
Thereby an intriguing connection between the gauge fields and the specific form of spin-
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electric coupling: spin-rotation interaction was revealed. Note that revolving electric field 
violates the T-invariance of a system and hence there is no contradiction to Kramers 
theorem. If adiabatic rotations are incoherent, the resulting transition phase shift will be 
random and could lead to dephasing, which is equivalent to relaxation of the pseudo spin-
1/2 (due to SOC spin is not a good quantum number) that represents the KD in zero-
magnetic field9 10. Due to enormous generality and non-model character of the geometric 
results, many old problems appear in a new light. Here, we will show that Elliot relation 
arises from the random acquisition of geometric phases and represents a special case of a 
more general situation - relaxation of the pseudo spin-1/2 induced by stochastic gauge 
fields.  
In the Elliott mechanism of spin relaxation the loss of coherence occurs only in 
the short time intervals during collisions. It is convenient to describe the particular 
scattering event in the moving (M) frame of reference that follows the adiabatic rotation 
of k
r
. In the absence of external magnetic fields, the quantization axis of the system 
coincides with the Z-axis of the M-frame that may be chosen along the direction of k
r
. At 
any instantaneous orientation of )(tk
r
, in zero magnetic fields (in crystals with inversion 
symmetry) the s-like electron Bloch function is doubly degenerate. The gauge 
transformation into the rotating M-basis leads to the following Schrödinger-type equation 
for the evolution of the Bloch KD adiabatically isolated from the rest of the band 
structure (for details see Refs.[3, 7]):  
)()()( )()()( ttHti KDMeffMKDM Ψ=Ψ& ,     (2) 
)()(2/1:)( )()()()( tAittH WZMMMeffM −=−= σγω rtr .   (3) 
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To simplify notations, h  has been set equal to unity, and we introduce 
>Ω=Ψ ctkt MKDM )];([,|:)( )()(
rr
σ , where c is a conduction band index. The WZMA )(  is the 
Wilczek-Zee non-Abelian gauge potential2, and )(tωr  is an instantaneous angular velocity 
of the M-frame relative to the space-fixed lab (L) frame at time t. The “tensor” )(Mγt is 
defined by the expression 10  
 KDMLKDMMM PtRJtRP )()(1)()()( ])()([:2/1
rrt
−
=σγ ,   (4)  
where KDMP )(  is the projector onto the complex two-dimensional (2D) Hilbert space 
spanned by the Kramers doublet. The Schrödinger-type equation (2) and the expression 
(3) depend on a choice of gauge that specifies the reference orientation, i.e. the 
orientation in which the M-frame coincides with some space-fixed frame. At the moment 
t = 0, the reference orientation may always be chosen such that )(Mγt  is diagonal and that 
the main axis Z of this “tensor” represents the quantization axis of the pseudo spin 
operator 2/: )()( MeffMS σ
rr
= . The rotation operator ]ˆexp[ JniR
rrφ−=  in Eq.(4) maps the 
space-fixed reference orientation into the actual orientation of the M-frame at time t,  
)()()( )()( ttRt LM Ψ=Ψ , where Ψ is the instantaneous adiabatic eigenvector of the total, 
nontruncated Hamiltonian of the crystal, H. Recall that in the presence of SOC, the Bloch 
functions are not factorizable into the orbital and spin parts, hence, the total electron 
angular momentum, SLJ
rrr
+= , is included into the transformation )(tR . The unit 
vector nr denotes the instantaneous axis of the kk ′→
rr
rotation and the angle of this 
rotation is denoted as φ . Clearly, this transformation is the gauge transformation and is 
responsible for the appearance of the gauge potential )()( tA MWZ  in the Eq.(3).  
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Suppose that during a short time of a collision, ctδ , the plain of the kk ′→
rr
 
rotation remains constant. In this situation, the gauge potential )()( tA MWZ  lost its non-
Abelian character and Eq.(2 ) is readily integrable: 
)cos(}])2/exp[({)( )()()( ⊥⊥ == γωσσγωσ ttiTrtu MZXMZMZ
rrrr ,   
where the axis of rotation nr  was assigned to X , )()(: MYYMXX γγγ
tt
==⊥ , and we introduce the 
polarization vector, ])([:)( )()()( MKDMM tTrtu σρ rr = , |)()(|:)( )()()( ttt KDMKDMKDM Ψ><Ψ=ρ  
is the corresponding density operator. To describe the evolution of the KD during a 
collision in the local reference frame we have to perform a reverse rotation of the basis 
compensating for the rotation of the M-frame, which yields the following result 
( 1: −= ⊥⊥ γδγ ): 
)cos(}])2/exp[({)( )()()( ⊥⊥ == δγωσσδγωσ ttiTrtu LZXLZLZ
rrrr .  (5) 
We would like to emphasize that Eq.(5) is applicable only during the collision 
( ctt δ≤ , πω ≤t ), in the local reference frame that reflects the geometry of the particular 
scattering event.  
This simple form can be easily rationalized. The effective spin-Hamiltonian 
H(M)eff, Eq.(3), can  be viewed as a generic Zeeman Hamiltonian of a spin-1/2 particle in 
an “effective” time-dependent magnetic field )()( Mt γω tr  that appears during the collision 
in the frame that follows the adiabatic rotation of k
r
. In the local reference frame the 
differential action of H(L)eff  is proportional to the angle of rotation, dtt M |)1ˆ)((| )( −γω tr , 
i.e., to the distance in the angular space, which reveals the geometric character of the 
phenomenon. Accordingly, as long as the reorientation of a crystal momentum represents 
an adiabatic perturbation to the system, the evolution of the spinor Ψ(L) KD  depends only 
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on the path traveled by k
r
 in the angular space and is independent of the way the system 
moves along that path. In other words, the geometric Berry-phase shift acquired by the 
spin-up and spin-down components of the KD during a collision depends only on the 
angular distance, ckk tδωϑ =′rr, . The polarization vector follows the reorientation of the 
lattice momentum, but is generally falling somewhat behind ( kk ′⊥ rr,ϑδγ ). 
Now we are ready to address the effect of random collisions that result in a 
stochastic acquisition of Berry’s phase. First, we consider 2D crystals, where the axis X 
of the local reference frame ( nr ) is constant and can be chosen to be at right angle to the 
lateral plane. Suppose that an average angle of the in-plain kk ′→
rr
rotation is small 
( kk ′rr,ϑ << 1), then the stochastic scattering process of a wave vector can be safely modeled 
by the one-dimensional diffusion in the angular space. In this case, the gauge potential in 
Eq.(3) is “Abelianized” and Eq.(5) can be easily averaged, <...>, over the stochastic 
ensemble with the probability density function )4/exp()4(),( 1,
22/1
, tDDtt kkkk ′
−
′
−=Ρ rrrr ϑπϑ . 
Integration over all possible angles kk ′rr,ϑ  gives )exp()( 1
2)( tDtu LZ ⊥−>=< δγ
r , i.e., an 
exponential decay of spin coherence with the rate  
    1
2)2(/1 DDTS ⊥= δγ ,     (6) 
proportional to the one-dimensional diffusion coefficient 1D . The 3D case is generally 
more complex since nr  can change its direction in time, so the elementary rotations in the 
local and the mesoscopic reference frames may not commute. We will return to this point 
below.  
Note that all relevant information about the crystal Hamiltonian, which comprises 
the actual physical problem, is now represented by the “γt -tensor”. The original, 
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nontruncated H serves only to determine the gauge group and the principal values of 
)(Mγt . The explicit form of KDMP )(  and, thus, )(Mγt  depends on the problem at hand. 
Examples of “γt -tensor” calculations can be found in Refs. [10]. It has been shown7 , that 
generally in the case of weak SOC to the first order in E∆/λ , 
)()( 1ˆ MM gtt ∆=−γ  . 
In this situation, it is natural to assume that c
M tt δγω |)1ˆ)((| )( −tr <<1, even for kk ′rr,ϑ ~1. 
Consequently, the response of the pseudo spin is much slower than pτ or, equivalently, 
the rate of transitions between 2/1±=m  levels of the Bloch KD, is much slower than 
the inverse correlation time of the fluctuating effective Hamiltonian, Eq.(3). From the 
geometric point of view, this means that on the average the state of a quantum system, 
represented by >< )(tur , is independent of the particular position in the angular space. 
Thus, the problem reduces to the traditional calculations of the relaxation operator in the 
“fast motional” limit that allows us to carve the following result (see11 for details):  
     1/ 1222 3/4:3/4)3( −⊥⊥ ∆=><= pcS gDT ττωδγ ,    (7) 
where cτ  is the correlation time of ω
v .  
Our results, Eqs.(6) and (7) have a non-model geometric origin and do not depend 
on the system being electronic or nuclear. The geometric dephasing in the context of 
zero-field NQR experiments was first considered by Jones and Pines10, who derived a 
decoherence rate of 131Xe nuclei induced by thermal collisions with the walls of a toroidal 
container. They start from the dynamic evolution of the nuclear KD adiabatically isolated 
from the rest of a spin-multiplet (nuclear spin I > ½), which can be described by Eqs.(2) 
and (3) with  2/1,1|| +== ⊥ Iγγ (see Refs.[2] for details). It is easy to see that for 131Xe 
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(I = 3/2) nuclear pseudo spin just follows the rotation of the M-frame, which in this case 
coincides with the main axes of the tensor of quadrupolar interaction:  
2/])()([)( )()()( dtttdttH LYY
L
XX
L
eff σωσω
rrrr
+−= . The one-dimensional diffusion model 
utilized by Jones and Pines then yields 12/1||,2/3 )2(/1 DDT mI === , which represents another 
special case of Eq.(6).  
The way we derived Eq.(7) reveals the geometric origin of Elliott relation, Eq.(1). 
It is fundamentally connected to the admixture of “fast” electron spatial degrees of 
freedom to spin wave functions. The states that are coupled by SOC to form the Bloch 
KD have energy separations of electron interband excitation. Therefore, high frequencies 
will characterize the time dependent response of the system to motionally induced 
perturbation acting towards the change in the mixing coefficients of the zero order wave 
functions. As a result, during the “slow” scattering event electron pseudo spin will 
adiabatically follow the rotation of the crystal momentum. Generally, this effect can be 
described as a manifestation of a relevant gauge potential and can be represented in 
purely geometric terms as a consequence of the corresponding geometric connection2 
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